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Cause In Fact

“Cause in Fact” usually means…

But for D’s negligence, the accident wouldn’t have happened.

It also means that you’re suing the right person.



Cause In Fact: Example

Smithers dies in a fire at D’s hotel. He was found in his bed, 
asphyxiated. Liability because D’s hotel had no fire escape?

No: P’s case fails the but-for test.

What if state law requires fire escapes? Same.



Cause In Fact: Multiple Causes

Two hunters negligently fire toward a third. The third is shot in the face, 
and sues. Nobody knows who fired the shot that hit him.

What result?



Multiple Causes

• Result: Liability. The burden is on the defendants to exonerate 
themselves, or both are liable.

• Now suppose P’s hand is injured by an aerial bomb. It was left on the 
ground at a county fair by X or Y. Nobody knows which of them did it. 
What result?



The Importance of Fault

• Result: No liability in the aerial bomb case. 

• Why is it different from the case of the hunters?

• Because both hunters were negligent. In the aerial bomb case, one 
party was negligent.



Harm By Combined Efforts
Double Trouble
• Two defendants dump toxins into ground. Together the chemicals 

poison P. What result?

• Neither D alone did enough to cause the harm. But both defendants 
are liable. 

• The acts of each were a “substantial factor.”



Back to the Boston 

Arnold, a Boston resident, commuted to work each day by the T. After 
purchasing his ticket, Arnold entered the subway at Copley Station for 
his ride to BU School of Law where he was employed as a professor. 
Looking for a seat, Arnold was walking toward the rear of the subway 
when it came to an abrupt halt. It turned out that the driver was 
texting on his cell phone and not watching where he was going, and 
almost hit a Turkey on the tracks.

As a result of the sudden stop, Arnold fell on Gertrude, an elderly 
woman, injuring her.



The Boston

Can we assert “but for” or “actual” cause against the Subway 
Company?

Yes. The breach would be the actual cause of Gertrude’s injuries 
because but for the abrupt stop, Arnold would not have fallen on 
Gertrude. 


